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Steps taken to reduce waste of water may be designed to achieve objectives related to
conservation of all water, preserving a specific water source, stretching lifetime of
infrastructure, or deferral of costs.
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Typically we think first of efforts to reduce water use by customers as conservation.
That is demand side conservation.
Steps taken by a supplier and delivery utilities to reduce their losses before customers
receive water are supply side conservation. They conserve water to serve the customer.
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We can often segregate three types of conservation interventions.
Design improvements for technology: dishwashers that use less electricity and water
for use are “more efficient”.
Banning particular uses is an example of curtailment. Stopping washing cars at homes
can be a curtailment measure as can turning off water while brushing teeth.
Demand management can encompass these two strategies but has more of a flavor of
emphasis on changing where demand will occur in the future. Changing how things are
done in a system or for individuals and structures that are not yet here falls in this
category.
In an outdoor setting:
Improved efficiency might include sprinklers that deliver water so that more penetrates
into the ground, curtailment might refer to banning use of fountains where water
cannot reach people, and demand management might include establishing guidelines
for where utilities are laid beside a street and where streets are planted to improve
tree survival and reduce heat island effects.
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Usually focused on existing customers, behaviors and uses: although higher efficiency
may be required for future customers as part of demand management.
Behavior change: Change when watering occurs or how pruning is done.
Technology change: Improved water injection and changing axle position in clothes
washers decreases water and electricity usage to wash the same loads.
Demand management: Require drip irrigation installation and efficient fixtures at all
homes built after a certain date.
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The plan includes a Curtailment section we won’t discuss here that addresses how
users will be asked to adjust usage if city supplies or infrastructure are interrupted or
unavailable. The length of time, amount of supply made undeliverable, and the
location of the disruption all affect the strategy.
We will focus on the Conservation sections: longer term action for the purposes we
have discussed. Council approved this 5 year plan in 2008. Two targets to measure
progress were included. Because the city was growing rapidly, one was usage per
PERSON, and the other related to the burden that outdoor use placed on infrastructure
improvements.
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ADWR uses an aggregated/total (residential +non‐residential) figure for compliance.
Third Management Plan has a residential component gpcd established for Goodyear of
100 gpcd. This is combined with non‐residential 117 gpcd target for total (217) to have
been achieved by 2010 and maintained until Fourth Management Plan.
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Recall that the season and day of the year that requires the most water usage sets the
required water supply and the required level of infrastructure for the water system. So
the second target deals with the spike of the Peak usage above the year‐round daily
average. Here you see how high the spike was in 2015 compared to months before and
after.
To assure fire flow is available on the peak day, Engineering requires infrastructure to
handle 1.7 x the Peak Day use in the Peak Hour. So, if Peak Day Use is a high multiplier
of Average Daily Use, this is even that much higher.
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The target was to reduce the multiplier of the peak from the recent average by 5%. The
City was well under that level since 2013.
2015 Average Day Use: 8.3 MGD
Engineering Design Peak: 14.11 MGD
Fire Flow for Peak Hour: 23.99 MGD (but only for one hour)
Actual Peak Day Use was a little above that so peak hour demand for a fire could have
been higher than design required. Reducing our peak multiplier also leaves a larger
safety margin. (7 day average for 2015 peak day was just 12.5 MGD)
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Priorities for the 2008 planning were based on what could provide the greatest impact
for the city’s effort. 1)Government usage was directly in city control and to do
otherwise would be hypocritical and ineffective. 2)Outdoor usage (commercial and
residential) was a very large percentage of overall usage by small number of users, so it
was a target. 3) Residential usage was the highest overall usage sector but required
contact with many users to obtain large impact.
Non‐residential usage that was not for outdoor use was minimal.
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Items checked have been started or completed. Bulleted items are not achieved. Arrow
indicates actions that support this objective but not in the original plan.
Parks and Recreation removed turf at Wildflower Ranch Park, Goodyear Community
Park, Ballpark Complex.
Remediated water from Superfund sites is now used at both Goodyear Community Park
and Ballpark Complex.
Outdoor tactics:
Reducing demand by changing planting type
Reducing potable demand by substituting water supply
Reducing demand by increasing efficiency
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Increased logging of lines in vulnerable areas of distribution system; accounting for
unbilled use improved but apparent loss remains at 8.4‐8.7%; supplemental water
sources with lower need for brine treatment have been brought into mix; 2014‐16 large
meter testing and replacement resumed after recession.
Supply Side Tactics:
Monitor and minimize leaks
Monitor water use
Reduce losses in production
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Establish schedule of 12‐16 class offerings per yr; diversified media for messages;
several large school events and limited school presentation/tours; Fix a Leak Challenge
with Ballpark Complex, Cincinnati Reds, Cleveland Indians, Liberty Utilities.
Tactics:
Educate customers about how to minimize waste
Educate future customers
Show how to do things differently.
Incentivize efficient behavior.
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Bills show the year ago same month usage. Online click2gov payment system provides
access to see the past two years of usage with entry of account number from bill.
Home Irrigation Checkups Program (HIC) initiated 2009 at Council request with grant
for pilot and made a standard offering in 2010.
Piloted annual notice to highest residential users in 2009.

Tactics:
Educate customers (on how to monitor usage)
Monitoring usage to find ways to reduce
Notify customers of how usage compares to others
Simplify change
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2008 Adopted Water Use Restrictions 14‐5‐6 enacting conservation and curtailment
plan;
2010 expanded waste of water enforcement city‐wide.
1990 Low flow fixtures required prior to Federal code.
Tactic:
Require efficient practices
Enforce regulations and penalize waste
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2012 revision of Zoning Ordinance Design Guidelines includes encouragement of water
efficiency—this will be discussed further at November meeting.
2012 Engineering guidelines decreased densities of plantings required for medians and
dropped recommendation of turf for use in retention basins.
Outdoor tactic:
Reduce demand by increasing efficiency/practices
Require efficient plantings, practices, equipment
Incentivize efficient practices
Educate customers to monitor use and minimize waste
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City use of remediated water and awards; offered workshops on rainwater.

Tactics:
Show how to do things differently
Reduce demand by substituting water sources.
Educate customers on alternatives.
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2008‐2010, 2016 multi‐media peak campaigns; 2007‐2016 summer residential use
down 20%; seasonal per household use dropped by 33%. Focus of messaging to
residents has been on outdoor planting choices, watering and maintenance.
Outdoor tactics:
Educate customers on how to efficient practices
Educate customers on normal behavior
Provide incentives for efficient behavior
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Test programs for ROI and NPV; measure savings of outreach programs to single family
residents.
Tactics:
Evaluate effectivenesss of possible and actual programs
Consider effectiveness in selection and continuation of programs
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Liberty Utility partnership for H2Ownit Landscape Awards/outreach 2013‐16; EPCOR
and Liberty for Fix a Leak Challenge; multiple Water Festivals for fourth grade water
science objectives.

Tactics:
Incorporate conservation costs into collected revenues
Reward high efficiency with incentives
Partner to share costs among beneficiaries
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Full member in Arizona Municipal Water Users Association 2015; joined Alliance
for Water Efficiency 2014; U.S. EPA WaterSense Program Partner 2013; ASU internships
2013‐2016; Sustainable Cities Network; use of GIS.

Tactics:
Partner to achieve more than we can alone
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City testing AMI at Canta Mia since 2014—leak data
Tactic:
Show how to do it.
Educate customers to adopt the most efficient options.
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Increased steepness of rate tiers 2009‐2012 and 2016‐2020.

Tactics:
Incentivize efficient practices
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28% by commercial irrigation meters in 2015. These include usage by city parks, for
right of way, for all common areas, and for business landscaping.
Note that residences accounted for 51% of the usage and about 2/3 of that occurred
outdoors as well.
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These requirements apply to all large water providers that treat any water in the AMA.
Water‐intensive landscaping includes both turf and water features. *No exemptions
after 2003 plan modification.
Turf, water features and plants not on the Low Water use list are considered “water‐
intensive”. List prepared late 1990s.
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Municipal providers must identify properties that qualify within 90 days of having water
meter turned on at 10+ acres. ADWR enforces the program with deadlines for late
filings and fines for excess water usage after education. Municipal providers that
identify the properties to ADWR do not bear the fines. Conservation allotment is
generous:
Low water use landscaping: 1.5 acre‐ft/acre (plants on list specific to the AMA)
Turf: 4.9 acre‐ft/acre
Water body (fountain, pond, lake): 6.2 acre‐ft/acre (recognizes evaporative loss)
This program sets up a number of indirect monitoring requirements for city of
Goodyear: review of landscape plans for an entire development’s landscape; tracking of
phased development; reporting of deliveries to specific properties.
Tactic:
Reduce water demand by incentivizing use of low‐water intensive landscape
Reduce water demand by enforcement
Provide list of preferred options
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City currently meets conservation requirement with a low use per person per day. If
large commercial or industrial users come to service area, could exceed the proposed
standard for the Fourth Management Plan.
The NPCD requires providers to implement Best Management Practices to demonstrate
effort. The number is dependent on number of accounts. Current practices would
meet the current number required for city. We would also be required to prepare an
additional annual report documenting these and their impact.
Note: The Third Management Plan anticipated that there was little or no conservation
potential once residential indoor GPCD dropped below 57. Note that 2015
indoor/outdoor value in Goodyear was 85. Based on widespread use of WaterSense
level fixtures, the city current indoor usage is probably < 40 gpcd– considered efficient
in 2000 (Vickers).
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Many city units with a public face have conservation roles or impact effectiveness of
conservation. Those listed in black will be deferred until November.
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Properties identified to ADWR as possible turf related facilities must: submit as‐built for
all lands, submit water conservation plan, receive water conservation allotment if >10
acres of water‐intensive landscape and report annual water usage. Fines are levied on
the property if they are identified as Individual Users by the provider. Water
Conservation advises builder/owner of option to change or consequence.
Assure all city‐owned properties will be compliant.
Tactics:
Educate users on efficient practices/technology
Require efficient practices
Enforce regulations
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Water provisions: Water should be put to beneficial use. Penalize those who recklessly
use it—releasing it to streets and other places interfering with others.
Stormwater provisions: Prohibits release of contaminated water that reaches “Waters
of the US”.
Pretreatment/Sewer provisions: Prohibit release of contaminated water to sanitary
sewers.
Triangulation: requires pool water be dechlorinated, near‐neutral pH, and then released
to cleanout.
2014 Sewer appeal process revisions: Water application rates for outdoor use in winter
were adjusted to more conservative levels. Process of review streamlined through use
of aerials ahd Home Irrigation Checkup data.
Tactic:
Require protection of water supplies by users
Enforce regulations and penalize waste
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Limited leak detection through logging and inspection in areas subject to problems.
Regular onsite testing of 2”+ meters does result in some being replaced. In some cases
there are large losses apparent from prior water consumption records.
Water Waste Calls now received and tracked in Public Stuff and largely investigated
with GIS and over the phone. In most recent 12 months, there were 29 recorded there
as Water Waste. Additional came in as Streets, Pool Drain, and phone calls referred
directly to department/land owner for response. Parks and Recreation (city‐owned or
maintained), HOAs (landscaping), Distribution (potential system leaks), and Liberty
Utilities (potential leaks) are most often those responsible to repair.
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City classes offered for adults since 2009; 1400 have enrolled for those completed. Now
offering 8‐9 per season, fall and late winter. Attendance highly sensitive to advertising: little
general visibility.
Water Festivals are large‐scale outdoor events capping a unit of study with a set of lessons on
water conservation, watersheds, groundwater, and the water cycle for fourth graders. 2004,
2011, 2015 and coming October 2016 (24‐25 with training on Oct 20) reached over 2800 area
students to date. Events are costly: busing, site use/staffing for 1‐2 days, overnight security,
materials/transport, staffing to train volunteers/manage site, provide license fee to cover
program capacity. Schools provide substitutes and teach.
Arizona Municipal Water Users Association: the city has participated in development of the
Smart Home Water Guide, websites for landscape related publications, and the deep
conservation section on AMWUA website The city has also participated in workgroup on ways
to handle commercial and industrial conservation. Annual dues apportionment.
Most visible effort, leveraging a national campaign (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
WaterSense Fix a Leak Week) and spring training season to engage customers in reducing use—
through repairs or adjustments of usage. Participants receive extra information to assist in
saving; those that reduce receive tickets. Partners area water providers, city, and the two
major ball teams. In 2015, residents whose winter use dropped compared to 2014 were invited
to pick up complimentary tickets. In 2016, residents that registered their intent to reduce their
usage and did were eligible for tickets.
In 2015 accounted 3.3 million gallons saved by 700 homes in Goodyear.
In 2016, 38 Liberty 25 qualified for tickets. Successful participants saved 81,600 gallons.
Goodyear had 48 qualify for tickets; successful participants saved 209,000 gallons.
The 73 qualified participants saved ~10% of the volume saved by ten times as many
participants in the prior year.
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These are most commonly unnoticed leaks or problems with irrigation settings.
Customer may notice a steadily climbing usage that is not fast enough to trigger the
flag.
High consumptions: 36/month flagged and visited so far 2016; last year approximately
120 meter checks and 150 high consumptions for the year. High consumption visits:
Staff time 0.5‐1.5 hr on site. Meter checks: 20 min maximum
Zero consumption can be very low use, a vacationing resident OR a meter that is no
longer working. The latter is a loss of revenue. These require a meter check to
determine whether meter is failing or there is low consumption.
In August, WC identified two meters with recent summer usage of 500,000 gallons/mo
registering 0 twice. Meters will be switched out.

http://www.goodyearaz.gov/government/public‐works/water‐services/high‐water‐use
Tactic:
Identify potential waste/loss and educate consumer on efficiency.
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Home Irrigation Checkups offered by staff 2010‐mid‐2016; HICs save typical customer
20% but range from 10‐60% savings. Program now limited to higher than average
monthly city use to be cost‐efficient. Participants continue to save for 3 years.
Available on scheduled basis with limit on staff availability limiting promotion and
reach.
Sent progress cards to participants at 6 and 12 months til 2014.
Staff time per HIC= 3 hrs in field + 45 min admin/review each + 2 hrs ann tracking

Top 1% City reviews residential usage annually. The households in the highest
percentile received Top 1% letters; 2010‐2015. During that time, the threshold usage
to be in that elect group dropped from 370,000 gallons per year to 299,000. 0.9 acre‐
foot of use per household is EXTREME in Goodyear. No letter mailed yet in 2016 per
2015 usage. Staff time: 4‐5hrs tracker update+3 hrs mailing preparation annually.
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Irrigation Tune‐ups were initiated to serve HOAs as the city implemented the state turf‐
related facility program. Also used for commercial properties including multi‐family
residences and retail centers. 2‐4 per year on request basis only.
Staff time: typically 3 staff for 2‐3 hrs ea @ 1‐2 visits + 90 min admin/report. 19.5 hours
per tune‐up
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Understanding which customer types do use the most water, and when helps plan both
for supplies and program changes.
For example:
Just xx of users account for xx% of our total use in the year. In the summer, the ten
largest irrigation users account for xx % of demand.
Targeting the top 1‐5% of users can produce tremendous dividends, making them
possibly cost‐efficient targets for conservation.
Does substitution of alternative supplies reduce those customers’ use of potable water
and overall water use?
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